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High mass accuracy and theoretical peptide distributions
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High mass resolution and accuracy of modern mass spectrometers allow for probing structured distribution of experimental 
precursor mass in large-scale proteomics experiments. The peptide masses are structured with well defined peaks (mass 

regions densely populated by peptides) and troughs (regions with low peptide densities). For small peptide masses, the troughs 
contain so called “forbidden zones” - mass regions which do not hold peptide species. As the peptide mass increases, the forbidden 
zones shrink in size and finally disappear. However, the peak-centered structure of the peptide masses persists for all mass values. 
The positions of the peak centers evolve on the mass axis, as the distance between the peak centers is about 1.00044 Da on average. 
We use theoretical peak distributions to model peptide sampling in data-dependent acquisition mode, and phosphopeptide 
analyses. We introduce a new concept, peak deviation, which is the mass difference from the evolving peak center position. Peak 
deviations form a well-defined, unimodal distribution. Therefore, sampling of peptides from whole mass axis is modeled by 
sampling from the peak deviations distribution. When the sample contains species significantly distinct in their mass defects, the 
distribution of mass deviations reflects this. Applications to publicly available, large-scale phosphoproteome data showed that one 
can evaluate the phosphoproteome content of a sample solely based on the precursor masses of species.
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